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From an OWNER’s ESTIMATOR

By Chris Kinney

RISK ANALYSIS APPROACH TO CONTINGENCY



RCEP Standards
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MBP has met the standards and requirements of the Registered 
Continuing Education Program.  Credit earned on completion of this 
program will be reported to RCEP. A certificate of completion will be 
issued to each participant.  As such it does not include content that may 
be deemed or construed to be an approval or endorsement by RCEP.
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Bad estimates can – in 
fact – cost lives.
It’s not the estimate 
itself that is the culprit. 

Risks were identified 
and mitigated as the 
project progressed. 

There was an 
accumulation of events 
occurring almost 
simultaneously, 
resulting in some bad 
decisions, but this was 
NOT a perfect storm. 

The missing element 
was a project risk 
analysis that was not 
well communicated or  
funded… and 
essentially missed the 
mark. 
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A trait NOT 
indicative of 
the “A” team

SETTING EXPECTATIONS 
is a number 1 priority for 
everyone engaged in a 
project. 

There are always multiple 
conflicting agendas on every 
project. 

Estimating becomes 
contentious if any agenda is 
not met from the cost 
perspective. 

Collectively setting clear 
expectations is the key to 
aligning those agendas. 

NEVER Assume which risks 
are acceptable to the  
Business Owner



Most of the “traditional” risks and non-traditional cost saving 
opportunities that can have a significant impact to cost and 
schedule can be identified in 
for further consideration and analysis:

Major Risks / Opportunities (major considerations to monetizing contingency)
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2. Engineering / Design Risks (Completeness of design)
3. Project Management
4. Construction Execution Risks (especially labor)
5. Estimating Methodology

1. Process / Technology

five basic categories

These five categories were structured with the intent of engaging everyone on the project team. 
Each and every team member has a vested interest in at least one of each of these five categories. 



1. firmness & definition of business objectives 
2. maturity of technology (typically a mix of new and existing)
3. process capacity, complexity, and reliability
4. methodology of process design (new, reuse of parts, 

replication)
5. resource competency & familiarity with the process
6. completeness of process definition 

(BFD’s, PFD’s and equipment specifications, P&ID’s 
Hazop Reviewed)

7. heat & material balances confirmed including utilities 
8. infrastructure definition and design (NP&I)

Risks / Opportunities: #1 Process Technology
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If the process engineering / design basis is not completed 
(all known considerations resolved) and signed off,

The SOW is NOT +/-10% quality, 
and neither is the estimate 



1. type of project: Greenfield, Brownfield, or Retrofit
2. design risks clearly identified and acknowledged / accepted by the 

Owner business unit and the project team
3. impact of continuing research and development efforts (hazardous, 

etc by-products)

4. site selection: unknown or existing hidden conditions
5. completeness of design (design & field change order experience)

6. understanding MTO (BOM) quantities and design allowances 
7. acknowledge omissions and errors experience, and as discovered 

while the project is in progress

Risks / Opportunities: #2 Engineering & Design

The accuracy of the estimate, 
regardless of the level of detail in the estimate, 
is NEVER more accurate than the SOW. (KINNEYISM) 
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1. varying/ conflicting agendas (high probability of adversity) 

2. clear understanding of the Owner’s business objectives
3. project drivers: low cost, schedule, regulatory, other?
4. project scope and cost management

(PM, CM, and Procurement engaged early enough?)

5. schedule (every project is fast track AND schedule driven)

6. resources: staffing and management 
(considerations: competency, capability, turnover / availability, work ethic) 

8. PM/CM communication skills
9. procurement plan identified and well communicated
10. change control process implemented

Risks / Opportunities: #3 Project Management
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Failing to Plan = Planning to Fail
AND Failure to Communicate (KINNEYISM)



Risks / Opportunities: #4 Construction Execution

Every project has it’s unique construction difficulties / risks:
1. type of project: greenfield, brownfield, retrofit, 
2. site accessibility / worker density / site conditions / staging location
3. quality assurance / compliance requirements 
4. unknown conditions / field revisions
5. plant HSE, PPE, and permitting requirements 
6. project completion planning (de-staffing plan) 

7. craft labor productivity, rates, commodity prices, competing projects
8. procurement i.e. local market conditions (favorable? Or NOT?) 
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The methodology, if poorly planned, can be one of the biggest risks in 
any project budget. Many considerations are required to develop a 
credible, defendable, reasonably accurate estimate:
1. Estimator experience, knowledge, and a full understanding of 

impact from unique project issues and objectives (even if peer reviewed)

2. Estimating involvement during the design stages (vs. time constrained over-
the-fence / “critical path” estimating)

3. Varying / conflicting agendas  (anticipate and prepare for)

4. Planning / setting expectations of the “Estimate Receivables” and 
the estimate Deliverables”

5. Type of estimate: factored, forced conceptual qtys
6. Understanding of contingency vs accuracy range
7. MTO source and method (2D, 3D neat, CAD)

8. Allowances for known but undefined scope VS contingency 

Risks / Opportunities: #5 Estimating Methodology
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General Process Arrangment ‐ Conceptual Pipe Spool  1/2" dia to 4" 

Materials:
40 LF pipe
2 TE
4 EL
3 BF
2 GV
1 RE
1 BL
1 SB

“SUMTIN is better than NUTIN” (SOFT COSTS) (KINNEYISM)

Scoring and 
rawdown Workboo



Owner costs must be complete and included in the estimate:
1. all exclusions from the contracts and PO’s 
2. all furnishings (chairs, garbage can liners, pc’s, forklifts, fire trucks, etc), 
3. owner and plant /facility staffing plans, 
4. initial fills (lubes and fuels, packing, gases, etc) 

5. operator / facility training (operation manuals, tech specs, warrantees, etc) 

6. systems programming (including redundant safety backup CV’s and instruments),

7. commissioning / start-up costs (+ operations “string” and acceptance tests)

8. A collaborative effort involving the owner business reps, engineers, and 
the project team.

Owner’s costs: A REAL project cost, NOT contingency
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“Having a cost estimate suitable as a basis for physical progressing, 
…and having the Owner cost specialist quantitatively validate the estimate, 

is statistically correlated with 5% or higher improved cost outcomes.” – IPA  (30-Jan-03)
MY EXPERIENCE IS THE QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE COLLECTIVE IS > 15% - CLKINNEY



Monte Carlo developed contingency dollars are traditionally regarded by as a big bucket of 
dollars not associated with any SPECIFIC risks   

Justification and Management of Contingency

Contingency should never be a “blank check” given to the PM or the project team. 
Ensure complete justification, ownership, and complete control of all project 
contingency funds by establishing a simple contingency drawdown plan. (KINNEYISM)
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Unless something other than P50 is needed

• A P50 Estimate should always be the initial objective, backed by a 
justifiable and manageable team developed contingency drawdown plan. 

• THEN the P50 estimate is transformed into P80 (or whatever is desired by the 
Owner) using Monte Carlo simulations to monetize and communicate 
sensitivity to the high end of risk in the business financials. 

• The Owner funds the P‐50 estimate for the project team to manage, but 
either funds the delta between the P‐50 and P‐80 and manages it as 
separate reserve, or simply captures the delta as a business risk.



The structure of a contingency drawdown plan must capture the following considerations:
1. Every open element on the Risk / Opportunity register
2. Itemized  (every component of the risk mitigation plan)

3. Identify applicable WBS of the monthly report
4. Type of Risk / Opportunity (see previous slides)

5. Complete description of each element considered
6. Quantified / measureable (invoke EV measures) 

7. Ownership and responsibility for each element 
8. Time phased dollars identified 

 specific value established for each month of the entire project duration
 included and consistent with the cash flow analysis
 consistent with project schedule

Structure of a contingency drawdown plan…
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 Components that could be calculated as a monthly OVHD %:
 Design changes, errors and omissions, etc (design stages)

 Construction rework (construction stage)

 Options / alternates being considered but not yet approved
 Unresolved process technology, regulatory, execution issues
 Completeness of procurement / contracts
 ~80% to 85% of all work procured at the start of a project
 ~3% of costs for remaining work such as “plant final cleanup”, or “final contract 

negotiations” that are defined as a % in the estimate but always occur at the end 
of the project. 

 Risks not previously identified using attached team confidence scoring tool 
(similar to Bechtel “Rack 8”)

Components of the contingency drawdown plan…

In the end, we almost NEVER pay exactly what the initial 
subcontracts or purchase orders were written for. (KINNEYISM)
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The Estimate range (level) of accuracy SHOULD narrow as the project scope/design evolves. 

RISK mgmt MUST start at the initial concept of design:
Increased cost impact from NOT following "industry 

defined Best Practices“, and /or insufficient resources, 
time, lack of understanding of big picture, completeness 

of SOW / plan, alignment with Owner Objectives, etc.

P50 Estimate = Project 
Control Baseline Budget

>>>The scope is typically NOT fully aligned with the business needs until the end of FEL 3 (30-40% design complete)<<< 

% of Design Complete

Progress of Estimate at 50% chance or overrun/underrun (P50)
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P50 Estimate $$$ are
expected to remain 

constant throughout 
design development. 

Full Funding Decision
Design % Complete

Type P80 
Fast Track

P50 
Normal

Industrial 15% ~35%
Comm’l 75% 95%
Govm’t 100%

Understanding the EXPECTED Range of Accuracy in Estimates



Understanding the Range of Accuracy in Estimates
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3. Project scope/designs are NOT in alignment with the Owner’s business needs 
until ALL conceivable options and risks are identified and considered that 
impact the cost and schedule by more than the 10% threshold for funding re-authorization.  

2. Variances / uncertainties that are not captured in the current project scope of 
work/design are captured in the range of accuracy: i.e. unexpected changing market 
conditions, regulatory drivers, and feedstock / product logistics, etc. 

1. Other than achieving a P50 estimate based on the current design, 
contingency serves a completely different function than does the  
range of accuracy of an estimate, and requires the use of different 
methodology and tools to develop.

From the OWNER’s perspective: Is a mis-alignment of SOW in contingency?    Or in the range of accuracy?
 IF the SOW was NOT aligned with the Business needs, but should have been, and a change is needed to 

complete that alignment, then the change is in the project SOW and goes against the “contingency” budget  
 IF the change is a new business requirement or clarification, then it is NOT a part of the “funded” SOW.  



The Owner’s business analyst must capture considerations not included by the project team. 

Risks / Opportunities: NOT Included in contingency
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 These risks MUST BE CAPTURED in a sensitivity analysis as a part of the project ROI, etc. 
reflecting the potential high end of the project costs (aka high end of the accuracy range).  

 A Monte-Carlo analysis is necessary to support sensitivity to the “high end” in the business 
analysis, but highly experienced Estimator advice is an alternative. 

 REGARDLESS, the project team and the Owner’s Estimator must collectively be an integral 
part of that sensitivity analysis. 

NOT in Contingency but ARE in the range of accuracy:

 “unknowns” that can impact a project significantly: 
 “unusual “acts of God” or other forces of nature
 unexpected shift in global economics
 escalation uncertainties, etc… to be identified by the project team

HOWEVER! The project team must be the FIRST RESPONDERS in telling the 
OWNER’S Business Analyst what the risks could be. The project team knows FAR 

MORE about the risks than the Business Analyst will ever know. 
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The BEST TOOL for developing contingency for all projects is….
The goal of this CII Risk Management CBA study is to develop a Risk Maturity Model in which 
construction organizations could measure their practices related to risk management. 
This research is looking to identify the most important practices to provide a quick and simple survey tool. 
The idea would be to have project related employees within a company to take the survey to provide a 
thorough evaluation. 
The tool would provide organizations a report identifying strengths and weaknesses and show how they 
measure up to similar organizations within the industry that have conducted the survey.

As a participant in this study currently in progress, my response was….
(That tool will only be) moderately useful. 
Reason: It's imperative to understand every project Owner has different and constantly evolving 
levels of risk acceptance. 
Some Owners may be rated poorer than others depending on their specific level of risk (they take) to 
accommodate project needs, but may be far more successful in their business by getting products to the market 
sooner, earlier development of emerging technologies, or simply completing critical needs projects earlier. 
The tool must somehow capture that balance to be a true gauge of success. 



QUESTIONS?

Value Management Strategies, Inc.
www.vms‐inc.com

Christopher L (Chris) Kinney, CPE (USA), NVQ4 (UK)
KinneyCPE@Gmail.com cell: (610) 304-5059

Chris.Kinney@VMS-Inc.com

The information and strategies in this presentation do not 
necessarily reflect those of Value Management Strategies, Inc.  

Please contact VMS‐Inc.com for more information. 


